


Octane FX 
The Octane FX is a made-to-measure chair unlike any other. 
Imagine a chair so compact that you fold it up and store it in a 
suitcase, yet it is as lightweight and performance oriented as any 
rigid chair.

The Perfect Fit
Hand crafted to your specifications with precision to 5mm (.25”), 
the RGK Octane FX is an extension of your body, effortlessly 
moving with you around the tightest corners, up less-than-perfect 
curb cuts, and across rougher pavement. The Octane FX pushes 
your mobility to the next level, thanks to our Perfect Fit approach. 
 

Revolutionary Q-Lock Folding System
The Q-Lock Folding System transforms a lightweight rigid chair into 
one that can fit into most airplane overhead luggage compartments 
and compact car trunks without compromising on rigidity – all 
while weighing in at less than 5.5 Kg* (12 lbs).
 
* Transport weight excluding wheels and cushion, and based on 400mm (15.75”) rear seat width.

How it Comes Together is Why it Sits Apart
Exquisite materials greet your senses, and innovative design 
exceeds your expectations. The Open (mono-tube) folding frame 
design coupled with the industry’s first CX6 Cast Carbon Fiber™ 
components by Spinergy® made exclusively for RGK, takes the 
Octane FX’s performance and style to a whole new level.

Testimonial
“I didn’t think I would be able to improve my seating position until 
I got into my new Octane FX. It fits me perfectly, and I feel so much 
more confident in myself. I never thought small changes would 
have such a big impact day to day. It’s easier to push, lighter and 
now I can fold it up and take it everywhere! Plus it’s so pretty... I 
honestly feel amazing in my Octane FX!”
      - Sophie Carrigill

   DEFY THE 
  CONVENTIONAL LIMITS 
 OF FIT, PERFORMANCE, 
AND STYLE.
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